Social Network Analysis (SNA) 
Introduction
The stability in the collaboration pattern of organizations was recognized as early as in the 1960's [1, 2] paving the way to the use of Social Network Analysis (SNA) to predict relationships among organizations [3] . In a nutshell, SNA methods seek to interpret the networks formed by social entities (nodes) and their linkages (based on the social exchanges). SNA of organizations relevant to a topic, therefore, can be divided to: a) recognizing organization names in PubMed abstracts related to the topic, b) normalizing the organization names by removing all ambiguities, c) deciding a criteria for connecting organizations and implementing it, and d) interpreting the network.
Computational and mathematical methods for interpreting the social networks have been available since 1970's [4] . Since then many algorithms for SNA are proposed as noted in [5] . Recognizing organization names from free text is a well-studied problem [6] . However, recognizing organization names from the affiliation sentence of PubMed abstract is a different (somewhat more manageable) problem that can bring great benefits in studying research tendencies and relationships among organizations. Though the problem of normalization of organization names has been studied in open domains like Wikipedia and news articles as shown in [7] , those systems had an accuracy of less than 80%. Thus, separate tools are built for restricted domains, like for gene mentions [8] and for malignancy mentions [9] . This paper focuses on our normalization process applicable to organization named entities obtain from the affiliation string in PubMed abstracts.
Background
Despite modern biomedical technology and methods, translating discoveries into practical treatments doesn't seem to occur much faster than 100 years ago [10] , due mostly to the fact that those that produce the knowledge are disconnected from those that apply it. One step in closing this gap is to identify the centers of excellence, or key players involved in the study of a particular disease or treatment, or those that use specific techniques. Following are the merits and demerits of the techniques generally used to find the key players in such a community.
Finding Key Players
Direct literature searches -aside from being timeconsuming, reliance on a researcher's library science skills and domain expertise, as well as his or her ability to distill massive quantities of information. Surveys are often used to overcome the limitations of literature searches, as a replacement or a supplement. However, collective wisdom too can be wrong [11] and nonresponders might lead to bias. Alternatively, an expert familiar with the community names could identify its most influential members [12] . Arguably, the expert's bias leans towards the more visible and higher profile organizations. The self-identification method is used to assess entity's impressions of themselves as key players. Most people view their own work as important, and as a result, may estimate themselves to be more important and influential than they actually are. The informant method solicits individuals within a particular community to name someone they believe to be influential, but not necessarily someone who influences the informant. This approach is reasonable for small, relatively homogeneous communities where informants are likely to have knowledge of the entire community, but not so when the community has thousands of members [13] .
With SNA, it is possible to analyze a social network containing thousands of nodes as demonstrated in [14] with 12,067 nodes and 38,611 links. With this large, objectively gathered sample, the bias is reduced significantly. The large-scale SNA method provides the most unbiased, empirical and analytical solution. However, it is highly dependent on a process to automatically and uniquely identify the names of organizations and names and authors.
Named Entity Recognition
Currently there is no standard style for listing an author's affiliation -it is a free form text field with some moderate cultural preferences to list Institution, then City, State, and Country. However the variations in style are very wide. For example a person, may list Department first and then institution or visa-versa. Few examples of mentioning affiliations are in Table 1 . To create a system that recognizes organization names with high accuracy, we applied rules at multiple levels, with each level gradually converting the unstructured input text into structured fields. Since the United States contributes more than 25% of the articles in PubMed and has the highest share in the pharmaceutical industry and research funding for most of the disease areas, we started with building a highly accurate system specific to the US, than lose performance in attempts to generalize the process. In the future, we would expand our scope, while maintaining performance, by having custom-tailored rules for each country we wish to consider.
According to the BBN Hierarchy [18] of NamedEntity types, our NER problem broke down into identifying 4 major types of entities: a) Organization namefor classifying the names of the actual research groups, b) Geo-Political Entity (GPE) name -names of country, state and city, c) Facility name -names of buildings and other man-made structures, and d) Contact Info -Address, email and URL. The NER systems that are based on hand-crafted rules have better performance and the supervised learning systems need lot of annotation data which we don't have for the different named-entities discussed above. Thus, we built a rulebased system that achieved 99.6% f-measure in extracting organization names, using a sample of 1828 articles. The focus of this paper is not on the NER process, however, but on the problem of disambiguating these mentions and identifying them with a unique organization.
Normalization

Defining the Scope
There are two distinct types of named entities related to an organization -those which uniquely identify with a real world organization (we refer to these as "described entities") and those which don't uniquely identify with a real world organization unless in the presence of a described entity. The primary role of the later is to give more specific information about a described entity (thus, we refer to them as "descriptor entities"). All Organizations containing a person name (recognized as below), a place name (recognized from the dictionary of all major places in the US), or a directional modifier are recognized as Described entities, and the rest are Descriptor entities. There is at least one Described entity per affiliation sentence. Examples of Described entities:-Jerome Lipper Center for Multiple Myeloma, University of Texas and North Western University. Examples of Descriptor entities:-School of informatics and Dept. of Biomedical Informatics. Our glossary of person names is built using http://names.whitepages.com. This website is consulted for knowing whether a token is a person name. Both the positive and negative results are stored in our dictionary. After processing 100,000 random affiliation sentences, four experienced data analysts have looked for mistakes and corrected them. This process of updating and correcting the glossary continues perpetually while the software is being used. The glossary of places is built using [19] .
We did not need deal with word sense disambiguation to solve polysemy (same word having multiple senses) at the level of entity class. Here the only entity class we are dealing with is "Organization". We are not solving polysemy within the entity class of organization and in such cases the organization name is attached to the least generic concept possible. For example: If an affiliation sentence is found to have Mayo Clinic as an organization and the only GPE recognized is USA (for the subtype country), we associate it with the Mayo Clinic group of organizations in USA; however if our NER process also recognized the city subtype of the GPE as say Rochester, we associate it with the Rochester Branch of the Mayo Clinic group. The normalization process identifies each Described entity with a unique real world organization or a unique organization group as in the examples above. PubMed generally stores only the organization of the first author or the first organization (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/ query/static/spec.html). So, we associate each article with the normalized Described entity that is estimated to have the highest number of articles in PubMed. For example: the article with PubMed ID -15607955 has the following Described entities after normalizationYale University School of Medicine, and Boyer Center for Molecular Medicine. Out of the two, Yale University School of Medicine has higher number of articles; therefore the article is associated with it.
One major challenge in normalizing organization names is to identifying and replacing the Non Standard Words (NSWs). One of the most comprehensive taxonomy of non-standard words is proposed in [20] . According to it, NSWs can be broadly classified as:
1. Miscellaneous -these were made of unconventional word and phrase boundaries, intentional funny spelling, URL and formatting junk. 2. Numbers -Numbers usually appear in the address name, zip code, location and telephone number of the Affiliation sentence, but almost never in the organization names. In the 100,000 random articles we analyzed, only 4 had a number in the organization name and none of them were from the US. Thus the spelling variations and formatting mistakes cause NSWs in organization names. These two along with the lack of consensus in the choice of words while referring to the organization are responsible for synonymy (different words for the same concept) in organization named entities. Table 2 shows an example of synonymy. The task of Normalization is to map all these organization mentions to the unique concept -Washington School of Medicine.
One common approach to solving this ambiguity would be to compare the recognized organization name against a list or dictionary of organization names in their most popular canonical form. This approach for example is used in gene normalization [22] , where the task for the systems was to list the Entrez Gene identifiers for human genes or gene products mentioned in PubMed abstracts. Unlike genes, many organizations get renamed and some organizations become defunct every few years. So, there wasn't much interest to build a public database and maintain it. We propose a mechanism to automatically build a database of Organization clusters, OrgDB from 100,000 randomly selected affiliation sentences from PubMed published between the years 1998 and 2008.
Clustering
The database, OrgDB, is populated sequentially using the organization names parsed from the affiliated sentences. Each entry in the OrgDB database is a cluster that has following features: a) Centroid String, b) List of all organizations in the cluster, c) The DIST matrix containing inter-component distance using the string similarity metric, d) the PubMed IDs of the articles whose one of the organizations belong to the cluster, e) the city, state and country of the cluster. The Centroid String is the name of the organization entity that has the least sum of distances from all organizations in the cluster (as inferred from the DIST matrix); this is evaluated each time a new organization gets added into the cluster. The GPE of the cluster is the set union of the GPE of all organizations; i.e, if the parsing process isn't able to identify the city of one of the organizations but is able to identify the city of another organization in the same cluster, then the city of the latter organization becomes the city of the cluster.
Each affiliation sentence is processed through our NER mechanism to get all the organizations involved along with their GPE. Each Described entity among those organizations is compared with the centroid strings of the clusters from OrgDB having the same GPE. The similarity metric used will be discussed below. If one of subtypes of the GPE -city, state, or country is missing, those subtypes are neglected and all the clusters in OrgDB with the same set of remaining subtypes are used for comparison. If the string similarity metric suggests that an organization is sufficiently close to the centroid of a cluster, then the organization is added to the cluster. If no cluster is close enough to the organization, a new cluster is added to OrgDB with the organization as the only component. We got clusters of organizations, each cluster having multiple components with minor variations (if at all) at a lexical level. OrgDB is then stored in a text format and we load it each time it is needed. Constructing the OrgDB database takes little more than 5 hours, while loading the model takes less than a minute in the same computer. By choosing sufficiently large collection of articles published during any particular span of time, we can now automatically build a reliable database of biomedical related organizations for that period.
String Similarity
While comparing the variants in the organization named entities, we are inspired by the biological sequence alignment algorithms that have been used recently for NLP applications like sentence paraphrasing [23, 24] . There are two categories of sequence alignment: 1. Global sequence alignment as implemented by the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [25] and 2. Local sequence alignment as implemented by the SmithWaterman algorithm [26] . In Tables 3-4 , where the first string is the string we want to normalize and the second string is from OrgDB, we are calculating the Needleman-Wunsch (NW) and Smith-Waterman (SW) scores as implemented using Neobio software [27] . Unless otherwise mentioned, we use the basic scoring scheme of an award of 1 for match and a penalty of -1 for both mismatch and gap. The second example demonstrates how, as also shown in [24] for a similar context, Global Sequence Alignment may not be suitable for our purpose of comparing Organization mentions since it can classify related strings as different. Although Local Sequence Alignment might seem to suit our purpose, there are cases where it can classify unrelated strings to be similar as in Tables 5-6 . The Local sequence alignment wrongly identified WOMEN AND CHILDREN HOSPITAL LOS ANGELES with CHILDREN HOSPITAL LOS ANGELES instead of WOMEN'S & CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL. So we need a different mechanism of comparison where we first have a tight comparison scheme and when we gain more knowledge make a more precise comparison. This kind of approach can be aptly called "recalculation through selftraining" and is recently adopted in building an efficient natural language parser [28] which is currently one of the best parsers. Such a method of using local information from the training data to further enhance the value of the training set is called "local learning" in the field of AI [29] .
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Tight String Similarity (TSS)
In order to have a similarity match that is tight enough to almost never classify different organizations as similar, we decided to find the Levenshtein distance [30] between the two organization names, not at the character level but at the word level (after removing all the words that occur in our dictionary of stop words, as the presence or absence of a stop word wouldn't change the organization). Two given words a and b of non-zero length are same if they score more than 0.85 on the word similarity score, WS defined in equation 1. For the Levenshtein calculation, the penalty for a gap of a word is the length of the word and the penalty for a mismatch between two words is the sum of their lengths. Two organization sentences are similar if their Levenshtein scores are not more than 4. Using this similarity metric, we associate the Described organizations identified from the NER process to one of the clusters in OrgDB if such a cluster exists, or else form a new cluster in OrgDB.
Recalculation
Because TSS assures standardization only on the words and not on the whole sentence, it only addresses the synonymy caused by NSWs. The organizations represented by two or more different clusters might still represent the same organization because of the lack of consensus in the choice of words while referring to the organization; like in "The David Geffen School of Medicine at The University Of California" and "DG School of Medicine at The University Of California at Los Angeles". So, in the recalculation step we find all the organizations related to the centroid of the present cluster. Our algorithm is inspired by the well-known problem of finding the connected component containing a vertex [31] .
OrgDB is equivalent to an undirected graph, OrgG, with the vertices as the different clusters and an edge exists between two vertices (clusters) only if they are not from different city or state and their corresponding centroids a and b score more than 0.90 on the Extended Smith-Waterman Score, ESS defined in equation 2. If one of the two strings contains most of another like David Gaffen School of Medicine and DG School of Medicine, then their ESS would be more than 0.90 and there exists an edge between the vertices corresponding to the clusters of these two strings in OrgG.
Our recalculation step is equivalent to finding the connected component that contains the vertex corresponding to the cluster that contains the organization we want to normalize. For brevity, we henceforth use the phrase "connected component" to mean "connected component containing the vertex we are currently interested in". The connected component is calculated by a breadth-first approach as follows: 1. The connected component initially just contains the vertex (cluster) we are concerned with. 2. Iteratively visit each unvisited vertex (cluster) at depth 1 from the root (the initial vertex or cluster), and add all the vertices (clusters) adjacent to it and are not already in the connected component. 3. After the connected component has finished adding all the vertices (clusters) till the depth of 2 from the root, we consider only those vertices (clusters) which have an organization that is mentioned in the same PubMed article along with another organization in one of the vertices (clusters) already in the connected component. Such a pruning was observed by us to prevent adding wrong vertices (clusters) to the connected component.
An Example
The example below demonstrates the whole process:
Input:
• Given PubMed ID -16849888 • Add this to the connected component.
• Do the same thing for O3, O4 and O5. We get 14 more organizations in the connected component -O7 through O20 listed in Table  7 and connected as shown in 
Recalculation Step 4
To demonstrate the need for the pruning step, we consider expanding O19 and the organizations adjacent to it are: Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center and Veterans Affairs Medical Center. An examination of the PubMed ids of the articles of the clusters already in the connected component with those of the above two revealed that they didn't collaborate (in any of the 100,000 publications we analyzed) with any organization in the connected component. This justifies not adding these organizations in the connected component.
Step 4 is continued for the rest of the organizations. The connected component gives the set of all the synonyms of the organization to be normalized. This set is sorted in the decreasing order of number of components in the corresponding cluster in OrgDB. Depending on the objectives of normalization, the criterion to choose the representative organization varies. For the present study, we chose to assume the centroid string of the cluster with the largest number of publication as the normalized name. Going by this criterion -Duke University Medical Center becomes the normalized name 
Evaluation of Normalization
We obtained 4135 articles related to a study on "Antiangiogenesis" indexed in PubMed between the years 2004 and 2008. Out of the 4135 articles, the NER process identified 2509 articles from USA and extracted the organization names along with their GPE. The normalization process identified each article with a unique standard organization. Overall, 182 unique organizations were identified (13.8 articles per organization). These results were scrutinized by two expert data analysts. There were overall 13 errors (0.5%) and of them 5 were caused only by NER which means the Normalization process alone has a precision of 99.7% with 100% recall.
Because we are using the sophisticated "connected components based recalculation" as opposed to the straightforward string similarity, we enjoy the advantage of discovering a richer set of synonyms than naïve approaches. For example, Harvard Medical School appeared in the synonym sets of most of its affiliates listed in http://hms.harvard.edu/admissions/default.asp?page=affiliates. Since Harvard Medical School has the highest rank in OrgDB, according to our chosen criterion of Normalization, all these organizations got automatically identified with it. A few other interesting discoveries are listed in Table 8 .
Discussion and Conclusion
Identifying the organizations from the PubMed abstracts helps in identifying the key players, emerging leaders, growing ventures, etc. The Top-10 organizations in terms of the number of publications related to Antiangiogenesis along with their rank in OrgDB are in Table 9 . After the NER and normalization, we have 182 nodes or normalized organizations. For SNA, it might have been straightforward to connect any two normalized organizations which have a common publication. Since PubMed only lists the organization of the first author or first organization, that wasn't feasible. Instead, we extracted the names of the authors of the PubMed abstract by parsing it and connected the organizations which have the same author name. Thus we obtained 368 links without recounting the links between same nodes. Table 10 lists the organizations which ranked Top-10 in at least one of the betweenness, eigen and closeness centrality measures (along with their rank in OrgDB). It is worth noting how the ranking according to SNA metrics differs from the ranking based on the number of publications. A detailed analysis helps in much deeper understanding of the scientific landscape in this area.
A side application for our Normalization process is in relation to the Seek Affiliation program of NIH [21] which tries to solve the sub-problem of normalizing the affiliation sentence using string matching to correct errors made by OCR. This program achieved a precision of 86% and a recall of 88% on its test set of 519 articles. Since our process provides a rich and accurate synonym set and also extracts the geopolitical information with high f-measure, it could be a potential supplement or complement.
We have constructed a process to automatically construct a database of normalized organization names and identify organizations from PubMed with high accuracy. This could serve as a back-bone for the analysis of organization social networks.
